Teachers

- Cultural
  - Visiting the school museum, Guided school tour
  - Patron’s day celebration Presentations of the life of Vassil Levski, poetry, songs and dances.
  - Visiting the temple USPENIE BOGORODICHNO in Kardzhali
  - Visit to the BNR- Radio Kardzhali
  - Guided tour to Tatul-Orpheus sanctuary
  - Tour to Ethnographic complex Zlatograd
  - To the old church school of Zlatograd.
  - Visiting the Ship-restaurant EMONA
  - Guided tour to the Regional Historical Museum-Kardzhali

- Lectures
  - Workshop- Presentations of our team about Bulgarian history, education and economy
  - Workshop-Presentations of education and economy of the other countries

- Political and Economical Meetings
  - Visit to the regional administration of Kardzhali. Meeting with the governor-Mr Chanev and the vice governor Mrs Kamburova.
  - Guided tour in Pnevmatika-Serta – Expert in hydraulic cylinders for mobile applications

- Mobility Tool
  - Workshop for teachers – Preparing the questionnaire for companies
  - and planning the next meeting in Germany
  - Reports

- Questionnaire to the companies
  - Presentation of evaluations by students
  - Joint debate on this
Students

- Cultural
  - Visiting the school museum, Guided school tour.
  - and the classrooms.
  - Patron’s day celebration Presentations of the life of
  - Vassil Levski, poetry, songs and dances.
  - Visiting the temple USPENIE BOGORODICHNO in Kardzhali
  - Visit to the BNR- Radio Kardzhali
  - Guided tour to Tatul-Orpheus sanctuary
  - Tour to Ethnographic complex Zlatograd
    To the old church school of Zlatograd.
  - Visiting the Ship-restaurant EMONA
  - Guided tour to the Regional Historical Museum-Kardzhali

- At school
  - Socialising
  - Guided school tour
  - Workshop for students. Common lessons
  - Visiting Bulgarian school lessons

- Questionnaire to the companies
  - Presentation of evaluations by students
  - Joint debate on this